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Publication# 14570001 
 
The BC-6PTKIT gang charger assembly is designed for the Ritron PT-Series portable radio only.  
 
The BC-6PTKIT includes:  

 Qty (1) Frame assembly (top/bottom) with Power On/Off Switch.  

 Qty (12) ¾” Screws for attaching the charging stands to the assembly frame. 

 Qty (1) 110-220VAC AC adaptor with US type plug. 
 
The BC-6PTKIT DOES NOT include the charging stands. Individual charging stands are a standard item included with 
each PT Series radio.  
  

1. Remove the 4 rubber feet from the bottom of each BC-PT charging stand (see photo). A charging stand is supplied 
standard with each PT Series radio.  

 

        
 
 
2. Remove only 2 of the bottom screws (diagonally from opposite corners) from the bottom of each of the 6 charging 

stands (see photo). 
 

  
 
 
3. Holding the metal frame on edge, position each charging stand as shown and insert the included longer(3/4”) screw 

through the metal base and into the bottom of the charging stand (see photo). Repeat step 3 for each charging 
stand. 

  

Remove 2 screws from 
opposite corners. 

Insert 3/4” screws and  
attach charger base here. 



4. Plug in the coaxial connector attached to the metal base into the back of EACH charging stand. Make sure this 
connector is firmly in place before proceeding (see photo).  Repeat for each charging stand. 

 

         
 
 
5. Before attaching the lid to the metal base we recommend testing the charging stands.  

a. Plug in the AC adaptor that came with the metal base gang charger kit.  
b. Flip the red rocker switch located on the front of the metal frame to ON. 
c. Using a PT radio with battery-attached, insert the radio into each charging stand. The LED on the charging  

 stand should glow red or green indicating the stand is powered. 
 
 
6. Attach the metal frame top to the bottom with the 6 screws initially supplied with the metal base. 
 

 
 
 

7. Optional - to attach the assembled gang charger to a wall, use the keyhole mounting holes on the 
back vertical edge of the metal frame. 

 
8. The gang charger will simultaneously charge all 6 battery packs in approximately 2 ½ hours. 
 
9. Replacement, AC adaptor for PT-6PTKIT: order #SAWA-02-600. 
 
10. Replacement, individual PT charging stand: order #BC-PT 

 
 

Secure case  
screws here.  

Secure case  
screws here.  

Plug in VAC 
Adapter here 

On/Off 
Switch 


